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IMAGE DATABASE QUERIES BASED ON INTEREST POINTS
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The method described uses Harris - Stephens's combined corner and edge detector and thresholding to determine interest points. A set of positions of interest points in an image, stored in rounded, normalized polar coordinates is used as a feature of an image in image database. Distance function is based on a number interest points with same positions in two images. The method is acceptable in terms of speed and can to some extent retrieve images with similar contours independently of their color information.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Development in computer technology, increasing popularity of the Internet and growing use of multimedia documents result in a growing demand for multimedia management algorithms. One of the approaches that help handling large image databases is content based image retrieval (CBIR). Such systems extract certain image properties, using the acquired image feature as an index and express image similarity by calculating the distance between features. Many existing applications perform very well, especially using color and texture information of images, with demonstrations available over the internet [1, 2, 3, 4]. Current development is discussed in [5]. Especially image queries based on color information proved very effective. However, images retrieved via their color information are not always to ones expectations or satisfaction.

This paper examines possibilities of a method that would extract similar images independently of their color information using interest points to mark image features or contours (i.e. edges, corners) with performance fast enough to be useful for an application purpose. Harris and Stephens combined corner and edge detector was used in [6, 7] to determine interest points in order to identify images in a large database using a rotated, scaled or partly visible input image. The main question was whether the repeatable results of Harris and Stephens detector are useful in retrieving similar images as well. This detector was used to determine candidates for interest points and then thresholding and reduction were used to obtain a smaller group of points that would give as much information about an image as possible. The positions of these points were transformed into rounded and normalized polar coordinates, giving an universal representation for each image. Set of such coordinates was used as an image feature and the distance function between two images was based on number of interest points with same positions in both images.

After initial testing on a smaller set of images to determine the ideal parameter setting a test on a large image database that was previously used by algorithms based on color information [8, 9] was run. The performance shown was satisfying in terms of speed and an encouraging number of similar images were retrieved. Retrieved images were also observed in terms of context, color, size and orientation independency.
2. INTEREST POINTS

Interest points are local features at which the signal of the input image changes two-dimensionally. Harris and Stephens detector was used because it is known to give most repeatable results under varying conditions. In [10] it is described as follows:

\[ R(x, y) = \det \hat{C} - 0.04 \cdot tr^2 \hat{C} \]  

(1)

where \( \hat{C} \) is defined as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
I_x^2 & I_x \cdot I_y \\
I_x \cdot I_y & I_y^2
\end{bmatrix} \otimes e^{-\frac{x^2+y^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\]  

(2)

and \( I_x, I_y \) are the first derivatives of image signal.

The values of \( R(x, y) \) are thresholded to obtain a minimum set of points with as much image descriptor information as possible.

3. SET OF POINTS AS AN IMAGE FEATURE

3.1. Reduction of candidates

Once candidates for interest points using Harris-Stephens detector and thresholding are determined, further selection is made. First, neighboring candidates are deleted to reduce the number of points since we have no need for points being joined in lines or even regions. Actually, our intention is the opposite. Furthermore, points lying close to any of the image boundaries (less than 5%) are ignored as well. This was necessary because several images had frames, signatures or text which all severely disrupted the process of selection of interest points. A five percent margin chosen arbitrarily compensated most of these side-effects with least loss of desired features.

3.2. Determining the image "centre"

In order to transform interest points’ positions into polar coordinates, first the centre of the image has to be determined. The work of Demšar and Solina [11] suggests that features derived from the central part of the image are decisive. The idea of this method, however, is that the most informational features of the image are usually positioned in the central area of the image, but not necessarily exactly in the centre. Since centre location has a very important effect on image feature, an as-exact-as-possible adjustment is necessary. The locations of interest points determined can be used to estimate the “logical” centre. In this procedure only the interest points that are at least 20% away from any boundary, are used, since we don’t want side areas to have too much effect. At this point, resolution is temporarily decreased by 10 times. This is used to discriminate areas with high density of interest points. On the remaining points median of \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates is used to determine the centre of the image.

3.3. Transforming to polar coordinates

Rounded polar coordinates are used to decrease resolution and to discriminate significance of points away from the centre. The further away from the centre, the less and less points have to be used to cover “dense” areas of interest points, and the location of the points is less exact, giving more tolerance for matching, as well. The values of radius are normalized using the length of the diagonal of the image thus achieving a standard scale for all images. Units proven best in preliminary tests were 180 units for angle (2 degrees) and 150 pixels for radius.
Figure 4: A sample of an output image, created by the image feature calculation program. Small crosses of different colours indicate candidates for interest points, actual interest points in polar coordinates and "heavy" points that help determine the centre. The centre itself is shown by a dotted cross through the whole image. Such an output image helps the designer while setting the parameters as well as assists in results evaluation since it helps to explain system behavior.

4. DISTANCE FUNCTION

As previously mentioned, the main idea of the distance function is to show similarity between two images based on the number of interest points with same positions in two images. Finally, the following form of the distance function was used:

$$D_{ij} = \begin{cases} \infty & : m_{ij} = 0 \\ \frac{N_i N_j}{m_{ij}} - 1 & : otherwise \end{cases}$$

where:

- $D_{ij}$ means distance between images $S_i$ and $S_j$.
- $N_i$ means number of interest points in image $S_i$.
- $m_{ij}$ means number of interest with same positions in images $S_i$ in $S_j$.

Obviously, $D_{ii} \in [0, \infty), D_{ii} = 0, D_{ij} = D_{ji}$.

5. PERFORMANCE

A Pentium personal computer with 166 MHz and 64 MB RAM was used in final tests on a database with 1164 images. Programs for calculating image feature and distance function were developed in C programming language. The image feature calculation program needed 12072 sec. The program which calculated distance from each to each image then giving best
seven and worst three similarities, needed 14594 [sec]. Therefore, an application which would compare a new image to an existing database of 1200 images would take an average of 10 [sec] to calculate the feature for the new image and further 25 [sec] for evaluating the distance to all the images in the database. Feature calculation program was tested on a Pentium II with 233 MHz and 128 MB RAM and the execution times were shorter by a factor of three. Therefore, performance can be evaluated as satisfying, perhaps with desire to improve the distance function, since it grows linearly with the size of database.

6. RESULTS

Evaluation of results is a tricky task because of its subjectivity. For 238 images in the database, their seven best neighbors (smallest distances) and three worst (greatest distances) were previewed and evaluated for similarity and dissimilarity in terms of human perception as well as in terms of expected feature performance. The following characteristics were observed:

- similarity of first image to the reference image
- similarity of first seven images to the reference image
- dissimilarity of last three images to the reference image
- context classification: how (if) the method joined images of similar context
- color independency: how well (if) method retrieved similar images with little similarity in color information
- independency on size and orientation

6.1. Evaluation

The set consisting of an reference image and its neighbors (7 + 3) was given a grade according to this scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>grade</th>
<th>first image</th>
<th>next six</th>
<th>last three</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>a lot</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>a lot</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>a lot</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>a lot</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>promising, but not enough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>some similarity, but very questionable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Grading scale

6.2. Examples

Three examples are shown in figures 2, 3 and 4: the reference image is first, and then the seven similar images are displayed in rows from left to right with distance values indicated below each image.
Table 2: Evaluation results for 238 images and their neighbors

Figure 2: Girls’ faces: Different hair color and skin tan, slightly different orientation. Graded: R

6.3. Findings

The method is to some extent successful in separating the image database into subsets by image context. Retrieved similar images very often have different color information and would therefore be irretrievable with a color-based method. Previewed and evaluated examples included retrieval of images that were a part of original - reference image and scaled images. This is expected considering the results of [6, 7]. However, the evaluation has also shown that the value of the distance function and results derived using it depend heavily on the number of interest points in an image. The greater the number, the smaller the distances since probability of a greater number of matches rises. Dealing with this side effect could further improve the results.
Figure 3: Bays: Different locations, entirely different colors. A gymnast's image and a diagram interfere. Graded: R
Figure 4: View of Rovinj. Method successfully retrieves an image of Split and the San Marco square plus another urban scene, the "safari" scenes, however, interfere. Graded: P
7. CONCLUSION

This paper proves Harris and Stephens corner and edge detector to be very useful for querying similar images by interest points matching. Using interest points' location in polar coordinates also proved suitable. Main effort in further development should be put in modifying the distance function.

Naturally, the method was not expected to outperform the methods based on color information. However, it was able to retrieve similar images to some extent, and has fully met the expectations as color independence is considered.

With further development this method could be useful as a foundation for a contour-based image retrieval application. Even more prospects can be seen if used in combination with other types of methods (color, texture).
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